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1. truck

2. c.

3. driver

4. She

5. hats

6. shop

7. c.

         he       she

This man is Jack Smith.
                  truck.
    1. He takes milk to stores in a         trick.
                                  track.
                          
    2. He is
     __a. under the truck.
     __b. lifting the truck.
     __c. getting into the truck.

    3. Jack Smith is a
     __ banker.
     __ driver.
     __ boxer.

This is Pam Black.

    He
4.              has a job in a shop.
    She
  
            hams
5. Pam sells        hats in the shop.
                            mats
 
         shop
6. She is a           clerk.
           chop

7. A clerk
  __a. sings with a band.
  __b. sinks ships.
  __c. sells things.
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1. Dan Mills

2. a.

3. clerk

4. no

5. shelf

6. ticking

7. cop

8. stick

    Dan Mills
1.       is a man.
    Lil Smith

2. He is 
  __a. clapping his hands.
  __b. tapping a hat.
  __c. packing a bag.

     clock.
3. Lil Smith is a shop
                   clerk.

        yes
4. Is she clapping her hands? 
               no

          shell.
5. That is a clock on the
          shelf.

                   ticking.
6. The clock is   kicking.
            picking.

                        clock.
7. That is a club in the hands of the     clerk.
                          cop.

            brick.
8. A club is a thick        stick.
             stack.

Dan Mills  Lil Smith     a clock  a cop
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1. b.

2. c.

3. grass

4. clippers

5. b.

6. swimming

7. flippers

1. This man is
  __a. clipping the grass.
  __b. clapping his hands.
  __c. flapping his wings.

2. This hen is
  __a. slapping an ant.
  __b. clapping her hands.
  __c. flapping her wings.

           glass.
    3. This man is clipping the
                      grass.

           flippers.
  4. He clips it with
            clippers.

  5. To clip grass is to
     __a. hit it.
     __b. cut it.
     __c. sell it.

         swinging.
6. This man is 
                 swimming.

      flippers.
7. He swims with
       clippers.
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1. hat

2. his

3. cat

4. hers

5. Her

6. singing

7. She

8. He

        hat.
1. Dan has a black
           cat.

       his.
2. The black hat is
          him.

3. Nell has a c__t.

      her.
4. The cat is
           hers.

    His
5.    cat is black.
    Her

       Dan     Nell

        singing
6. Ann is              with Rick.
        swimming

    He
7.    is sitting.
    She

8. __ __ is standing.




